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This article is dedicated to analyse techniques used to determine the emotional tone or attitude of a piece of text.

It's a way to understand whether a particular text expresses a positive, negative, or neutral sentiment

Introduction

Sentiment analysis is typically performed
using natural language processing techniques and
machine learning algorithms. The process involves
analyzing the words, phrases, and context of a piece
of text to identify the sentiment conveyed by it.

There is one common method involves using
a pre-built sentiment lexicon, which is a collection
of words and phrases that are associated with
particular sentiments. These lexicons are usually
curated by human experts and assigned a positive
or negative score, which re�ects their sentiment.

When performing sentiment analysis based on
text, the algorithm will use the lexicon to assign
a sentiment score to each word in the text. The
scores are then aggregated to calculate an overall
sentiment score for the text. This score can be used
to determine whether the text is positive, negative,
or neutral.

I. AFINN lexicon

AFINN is a lexicon that assigns a sentiment
score to each word in a text based on its association
with positive or negative sentiment. The scores
range from -5 to +5, with negative scores indicating
negative sentiment and positive scores indicating
positive sentiment.

Example:

from a f inn import Afinn
a f inn1 = Afinn ( )
t ex t = " I love t h i s product ! I t ' s the
best th ing I ' ve ever bought . "
s co r e = a f inn1 . s co r e ( t ex t )
p r i n t ( s co r e )

In this example, we're using the A�nn library
in Python to perform sentiment analysis on a piece
of text. We create an instance of the A�nn class
and then pass our text to the score() method to get
a sentiment score. The resulting score is 5, which
indicates a very positive sentiment.

II. TextBlob lexicon

TextBlob is a Python library that includes a
pre-built sentiment lexicon for sentiment analysis
based on text. The lexicon assigns a sentiment score
to each word in a text based on its association

with positive or negative sentiment. The scores
range from -1 to +1, with negative scores indicating
negative sentiment and positive scores indicating
positive sentiment.

TextBlob uses a similar approach to AFINN,
but it also includes additional natural language
processing features such as part-of-speech tagging
and noun phrase extraction, which can help to
improve the accuracy of sentiment analysis.

Here's an example of how TextBlob can be
used for sentiment analysis based on text:

from textb lob import TextBlob
text = " I hate t h i s product . I t was a
complete bad th ing . "
blob2 = TextBlob ( t ext )
s co r e = blob2 . sent iment . p o l a r i t y
p r i n t ( s co r e )

In this example, the sentiment score is -0.8,
which indicates a very negative sentiment.

TextBlob is a powerful tool for natural
language processing and sentiment analysis, and it
can be customized to suit speci�c applications. It
also includes features such as language detection
and translation, which can be useful for analyzing
text in multiple languages.

III. Conclusion

Sentiment analysis can be applied to a wide
range of text sources, including social media posts,
customer reviews, news articles, and more.

Pre-trained sentiment lexicons are readily
available and can be quickly integrated into a
sentiment analysis pipeline without the need for
manual curation or annotation. Pre-trained lexicons
are usually based on large datasets and have a
wide coverage of words and phrases, making them
useful for analyzing large volumes of text. Pre-
trained lexicons have been developed and tested on
large datasets, so their accuracy and reliability are
usually well-established.
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